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The Liljestrand
Just because you don’t live in Hawaii
doesn’t mean your Barwa can’t take
you there. This beautiful light yellow
works well both indoors and outdoors
and brightens any space with its
welcoming buttery hue.

The O’Keeffe
Relax and get inspired. Connect with
your inner artist in this serene and
inviting terra cotta.  O’Keeffe was
known to tie her Barwa to the roof of
her car and drive out to look at the
stars. This peaceful unobtrusive color
adds warmth to your home or patio.

The Wright Stuff
Renowned for his use of nature in
architecture, this cover is our tribute to
Frank Lloyd Wright. This modern
shade of rich Teal is pleasing to the
eye and hearkens memories of
sunlight filtering through the trees and
vibrantly illuminating the hidden water
oasis at the bottom of a waterfall. Is
that a babbling brook you hear?

The Como
Transport yourself to the pristine,
calm waters of gorgeous Lake Como
in Italy each time you recline in your
favorite Barwa. Like the clear blue
waters of the Lake, let the beauty of
this Blue wash over your soul and
bring you into peaceful relaxation; the
very purpose of a Barwa!



The Mondrian
Bold and striking, this electric Red
adds an energizing burst of color that
draws the eye and makes a
statement, whether in your home or
on the patio.  Your friends will wonder
how they got so lucky to meet a big
shot like you!

The Original
Harken back to the days the very first
Barwas rolled off the assembly. Just
like those simpler times, this cover
embodies the clean modern aesthetic.
The un-dyed cotton duck has a supple
hand and employs the original
chain-construction for grommet
reinforcement. It effortlessly
coordinates with any decor; sit down,
lean back and let the stress of the
world drift away.

Replacement Spring Kit
These replacement springs are spec by spec matched to the original
Barwa springs. The one improvement we made is upgrading to the
highest quality stainless steel (17-7PH) to make them corrosion
resistant and improve the lifespan and durability for outdoor use. The kit
includes everything you need to install a new cover on your frame:

● 6 13.3″ Springs
● 4 7.5″ Springs
● 2 5.5″ Springs
● 2 Stainless Steel Washers


